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Aside from this renewal of Anglo-Russian cordial rela-
tions and English encouragement to Russia to build up her
armaments again—which she soon proceeded to do—the
Reval interview actually dealt mainly with the question of
Macedonian reforms, Persia, Crete, the Sanjak railway pro-
ject, and the attitude of the Russian Press. There was no
attempt to build up a closer Anglo-Russian combination
against Germany, and Izvolski was profuse in his assurances
that it was in no way unfriendly to Germany. But the
Kaiser was not convinced, and Reval marks a cooling off in
Anglo-German relations. It also made him more positive
in his refusal to discuss with England any limitation of his
naval program, when Hardinge broached the subject directly
to him at the time of King Edward's brief visit to Kronberg
on August 11,1908. There was a heated discussion. Har-
dinge, according to the Kaiser's lively account in dialogue
form, complained that Germany was building Dreadnoughts
so rapidly that in a few years she would be as strong as
England in these capital ships, The Kaiser said this was
"absolute nonsense," sent for a copy of Nauticus, an
almanac of detailed naval statistics of all nations which
Hardinge appeared never to have heard of, and showed him
his errors. When Hardinge persisted that the competitive
naval construction must cease, the Kaiser used his regular
argument that Germany was not bunding in competition
with England, but only for her own needs as laid down in
Tirpitz's Navy Laws. When Hardinge still insisted, "You
must stop or build slower," the Kaiser looked him sharp in
the eye and replied, "Then we shall fight for it is a question
j)f national honor and dignity." Hardinge turned red, and,
seeing he was on dangerous ground, begged the Kaiser's
pardon, asked him to forget words said in private conversa-
tion, and changed the subject. In conversation later in the
day with the Kaiser, Hardinge was as affable and friendly
as could be, and was not a little surprised to be decorated

